
BIOCRYSTALLOGRAPHY, ITS REBIRTH IN OUR CRYSTAL AGE Heightened Awareness Through
A NEW SCALE OF VIBRATIONS

Frank Dorland, a quality man, Swings wide the door of his Santa Barbara home, 
eyes flashing. Mrs. Dorland looks on approvingly. This interview should excite . . . 
we're tuned in to similar energies. These are kind people with the bearing of nobility, 
and both glow in the knowledge of higher things to share.

Once inside, I glance leftward. An interesting arrangement of various shaped 
crystals gleam sbove the surface of a small table, somewhat resembling an astral chess 
game awaiting the spirits' return.

Frank hands me a business card announcing his occupation as 
BIOCRYSTALLOGRAPHER. "It refers to a Science," says Frank, "wherein pure 
crystal stimulates that part of the brain, opening a psychic door to the absolute. Most 
teachers," he adds, "describe the various planes of mind. This is only partially correct 
as the absolute mind is most important. It holds the Superconscious in balance." 
Dorland believes the crystal provides a means of direct communication with God the 
Absolute, "we're all our own saviors and responsible for what happens to us."

All eyes now shift to a replica of the crystal skull lying on a shelf against the rear 
wall, as I ask Frank about reports that the skull has been known to sing, perfume the 
air, and grow a huge aura. "Is it true the moving jawpiece establishes the crystal skull 
as a talking oracle," I ask.

"Visitors have suddenly become aware of a seemingly detached interloping 
voice joining in on the conversation." Frank replies. After several such experiences, 
the Dorlands rules out the possibility of echo, radio interference and ventriloquism. 
"The skull had spoken or spirits had to be present," they exclaim.

The crystal skull brought Frank to the realization that an interchange of energy 
can be readily activated between the human brain, (life), and the crystal structure. 
"Crystal continuously puts out electric-like radio waves," he continues. "Since the 
brain does the same thing, they naturally interract. We're convinced," he goes on, 
"crystal study proves we all possess an absolute sector in the brain. It's the 
cumulative memory of experience, of all that happened from the one cell from which 
all people — continuously alive — are reborn time and again. Absolute brain," says 
Frank, "constantly sifts and refines past experiences so we can intelligently alter the 
course of our destinies." Dorland believes births become past lives United — dream 
scenes — as the brain forms images of past experiences. "A baby dreams before 
birth," says Frank, "but upon first breath, the newborn is pushed into the worid of 
five senses, no longer retaining in full the psychic sensing abilities operating before 
gestation. Down comes the veil," he affirms with a downswinging arm. "Still the 
youngster can reopen the door to psychic worlds. He now has twelve senses awaiting 
expression, seven inner — five outer, but failing to achieve the necessary state of 
higher awareness he reaches adulthood in a worid consuming every waking moment. 
It's not too late, but difficult barriers of belief must be altered."

Frank Dorland believes the crystal amplifies mind energies. "Put in proper form 
for man or plant life to pick up its evident beams," he adds, "getting the right 
wave-length, then tuned to the right channel, behold . . . we have certain evidence of 
Biocrystallography."
COMING ... in the next PYRAMID GUIDE Newsletter #17: Recently diScovered, crystal 
ball, enclosing four pyramid shadows, found in huge stone pyramid, undersea in the Atlantic 
in the center of the Bermuda Triangle. Also . , . Fire-walk in Phoenix. Komar overcomes 
physical laws, and a great array of exciting letters.

Master teachers of the Esoteric Sciences agree a 
higher Order of human experience occurs as one's 
vibrations are raised, that is, the faster the 
vibrations, (more vibes per seeond), the higher the 
manifestation. Joseph Weed's two books, 
PSYCHIC ENERGY and WISDOM OF THE 
MYSTIC MASTERS give safe and proven tech
niques for achieving this state. Involuntary or 
voluntary action can trigger the event.

When one or more rates or States of high 
vibrations express, we have in the making, what we 
term phenomena; supra-normal or ESP activity of a 
kind. When they occur unannounced the person(s) 
involved can become momentarily distressed: 
They've entered a new space and full orientation 
can be temporarily suspended.

Masters themselves, generally control the various 
levels of sub and superconscious activity, Con- 
versely, one learns the ränge of the radio and TV 
dial through trial and error. The dials, (physical 
Symbols), enable one to tune into the precise 
broadcasting frequency we think of in terms of 
kilocycles, and/or channel selection. Just because 
we don't see or hear the broadcast doesn't mean 
for example in Los Angeles, that Channel 2or KFI 
are not broadcasting in this room, this very 
moment. Without a proper tuner, amplifier, and 
antenna these stations lie outside the ränge of 
ordinary perception. But when mind (the tuner), 
psychic energy the amplifier, and form or device 
the antenna, come together in proper resonance, 
we experience higher forms of broadcast — sending 
or receiving. Unlike physical Instruments, the 
unfocussed mind in its random tuning often 
produces a hit or miss Situation.

Physical, mental, metaphysical and Divine laws 
govern the many planes of vibrational activity, and 
their behavior in relation to sympathetic octaves 
and harmonics. Since Science has published little in 
this four-dimensional ränge of energy manifesta
tion, (some scientists even deny its existence), we 
ask Pyramid Guide readers to refer to the foregoing 
alphabetical list, whether Scientist, Pseudo- 
scientist, Dowser, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient, UFO 
Contactee, Medium, mediator, Self-Hypnotic Sub- 
ject, or Meditator to mail us your impressions of 
just where the above described phenomena belong 
in the scale; their rates of Vibration, octave, their 
arrangement in the Cosmic Spectrum, and any 
other useful Information available.

We have already Dowsed for this data and have 
Cont. on page 3.



Fourth Dimension Reachout

PYRAMIDS OF AN EXTINCT CULTURE 
by Marianne Zezeiic

Out of the forested low/ands of the state of Veracruz, Mexico, 
emerged a powerfui indian nation known as the Totonacs. It is beiieved 
that the Oimecs — the oidest of the native New World civilizations once 
flourishing in the Southern Mexican jungles ~ may well be the basic 
civiHzation developing such high art centers as the Totonacs.

Of these cities, Papantla and Tajin, the latter was the Capital and 
leading center. It was at Tajin that the Totonacs built magnificant 
stone-faced pyramids, platforms, plazas, and ball courts to honor their 
god of the rains and Hghtning. For a people essentially agricultural, as 
were the Totoncas, the rainy season and other atmospheric phenomena 
that influenced their crops were of fundamental importance. Thus it is 
not surprising that the worship of the gods of water and of Vegetation 
should occupy a great part of their religious life. Tajin, "he who makes 
things grow," god of the rains and of Hghtning, is the most important 
deity in this group of gods. He is probably the most ancient of the gods 
worshipped by man in Mexico and Central America with beginnings so 
old they are lost in the remoteness of antiquity.

El Tajin, first occupied A.D. 600-900, is very extensive. Its nucleus 
covers about 146 acres, but subsidiary ruins are scattered over several 
thousand acres. The site is set among low hi/ls and part of it has been 
built up with artificial platforms to compensate for the slope. Among the 
duster of compact four-sided structures is the pyramid of the Niches, a 
relatively small monument, about 60 feet high. It is constructed of 
wonderfut symmetry, faced with carved stone blocks, rising in six tiers to 
an upper sanctuary. A sing/e stairway c/imbs to the top, f/anked by 
balustrades embellished with a step-and-fret motif. Around the sides are a 
number of small square niches, 365 in all, the number of days in the solar 
year. Inside the pyramid has been discovered a more ancient one, almost 
a dupHcate of the outer.

Other stone buitdings at El Tajin are very similar in construction, 
the step-and-fret design being particularly common. Palace-Iike buildings 
with colonnaded doorways were roofed with massive concrete slabs. The 
Building of the Columns is the largest complex at the site; the drums of 
the co/ums are carved in re/iefs showing winged dancers, serpents, jaguars, 
frogs, human sacrifices, and bar-and-dot numerals with day glyphs.

The Totonac civiHzation, obsessed with a ball game called volador, 
human sacrifice, and death, met its destruction at the hands of the Aztecs 
at the time of the Spanish conquest.

EL TAJIN GRANDE, Meaning Noise and Thunder — 60 foot-high Pyramid 
of the Niches, (ruins lie eight miles south of Papantla, Estado de Vera Cruz, 
Mexico). Excavations began in 1934. Each Cardinal side of El Tajin was 
beiieved painted according to the seasons: EAST, yellow for spring; SOUTH, 
green for Summer; WEST, reddish-brown for fall; and NORTH, grey-black 
for winter. Lightening frequently strikes the top of the pyramid during 
thunderstorms, and its builders were beiieved to be descendants of ancient 
Lemurian civilizations. Lesser Tajin, a truncated, smaller pyramid is inscribed 
with Grosses and some Greek and Roman sculpture, plus many swastikas.
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AURAS AND THOUGHTFORMS IN ACTION

. Auric perceptions by Edgar Cayce, and the early Theosophist, C. W. 
Leadbeater, and others, fairly well coincide with older reports, and those of 
psychics found throughout the world today. Yet there are fine nuances of 
difference not readily understood or explained away as uncommon views.

Though the Theosophist descriptions of aura generally agree - if we are to 
hold to some basic patterns in ever-changing auric fields - I wonder about the 
thoughtform imprints so vividly described by Leadbeater in his illustrated books 
produced in the last Century, and currently in reprint. They just seem too 
"pat."

The late Verne Cameron proved on several occasions he could locate, 
delineate with tactile Observation, and detect the change in auras and 
thoughtforms Dowsing with his Aurameter. Cameron, until six months before 
his passing, said he had never seen these higher energy fields. "I know they're 
there, because I feel them," he said.

Cameron noted a small balloon-like form above religious objects and water in 
a glass Container. Some five minutes after blessing the object or substance, the 
form would billow into an irregulär puff, often as large astwo feet in diameter. 
I was disappointed to find in my own tests the blessing thoughtform would 
emerge in a somewhat different shape, but later testing with Cameron where we 
both blessed a glass of water, jointly or separately, we found the thoughtform 
would naturally vary due to our own thought processes and the type of energy 
we put into the blessing. We would usually coincide when measuring the other's 
thoughtform bubble created separately in other instances. We also found 
meditation centers, houses of worship, such as churches and temples, when 
occupied with meditation, choir-song or prayer, powerfui emanations bulged up 
and outward from the building or chamber housing the group. In some cases, 
the forcefieids were. more column-like. As with Leadbeater, we soon realized 
churches don't just happen to appear as they do because some religious leader 
or architect had a novel idea; far from it, religious edifices are living examples of 
devotion and worship materialized.

An awesome amount of energy can be gathered in group consciousness, 
where people of one mind pray together. The more fleeting or directly impelled 
thoughtform can be short-lived, but their thrust can frequently be feit with the 
Aurameter in the hand of a sensitive Dowser. Since auras have become more 
visible to me, I occasionally see them in color as a fantastic interplay of lights 
and spark-like display, both inside and out of the oval field around the human 
body. I can look out upon an audience at a lecture, and if the background and 
lighting are conducive to higher sight, I may see aura in color around a single 
individual, whereas the other people seem to be generating a colorless energy 
field resembling heat radiation. I can only explain this phenomenon as possibly 
a matching, or nearly so, of one's bodily vibrations with the rods and cones in 
the retinas of my eyes.

The energy fields vibrating just above, and along the ridges - apex to corner 
- of a panel-less pyramid are readily seen by people who claim they never saw 
an aura before. It's worth a try.

Georgiana and I often noted the vitic, shadow-light issuing from public 
Speakers when they stood before a movie or projector screen. With careful 
attention, and in the right altered States of consciousness we would see an 
alternating expansion and contraction in the subject's auric field. At times the 
light image would project out to one side or the other. New anomalies would 
occur to baffle us, but it was a delight when we could agree. /d&re
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ÖUOTES-, AND LETTERS ■

SPACE CANNONS, WILLIAM E. PETERSON, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON ENGINEER, SUGGESTS THE GREAT PYRAMID WAS CREATED TO FIRE 
ENERGIES TOWARD THE NORTH STAR. "MOST PYRAMIDS HAVE CENTRAL SHAFTS OR BARRELS," HE SAYS, "AND WERE CONSTRUCTED IN 
EQUATORIAL LOCATIONS — PLACED THERE TO CONTROL THE EARTH'S RATE OF SPIN." PETERSON EXPLAINS THE PYRAMID TOMB 
THEORY AS MERE EVIDENCE, SHOWING THAT THE PYRAMIDS WERE LATER REFURBISHED TO ACCOMMODATE THE DECEASED KINGS AT A 
MUCH LATER DATE. THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE, IT IS PERFECT LOVE TO THE MYSTIC, AND TRANSMUTES ALL THAT IS BASE — 
RAISING ALL THAT IS DEAD. "MAGNETISM1,1 SAYS THOMAS A. LEVESQUE, "HAS PROVEN BENEFICIAL TO BOTH PLANTS AND ANI- 
MALS, EVEN HUMANS. SINCE 98% OF THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD IS BENEATH THE EARTH'S SURFACE, IT WOULD BE HEALTHIER 
TO LIVE UNDERGROUND. IT'S TIME," SAYS TAL, "FOR THE PEOPLE OF OUR WORLD TO BUILD UNDERGROUND. BESIDES THE BENE
FICIAL MAGNETIC EFFECTS, ONE COULD ELIMINATE THE COST OF HEATING AND COOLING THEIR ABODE. THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
TEN FEET BELOW THE EARTH'S SURFACE IS 68 DEGREES. THIS COULD REDUCE THE ENERGY PROBLEM," HE ADDS, "SOLVING THE 
OIL COMPANIES WINTER LOAD AND THE ELECTRICAL POWER COMPANIES SUMMER DRAIN. LIVING UNDERGROUND REDUCES COSMIC PAR- 
TICLE BOMBARDMENT, POSSIBLY RESPONSIBLE FOR BODY MALFUNCTIONS," LEVESQUE IS A HOLLOW EARTH EXPERT, AND RESEARCHER. 
ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL'S TETRAHEDRON TENT, A 1902 PHOTO SHOWS BELL, HIS BEARDED FATHER AND SECRETARY DOING A 
LITTLE OFFICE WORK INSIDE AN APPROXIMATE 19- FOOT HIGH, THREE-SIDED PYRAMID. THE COZY LOOKING STRUCTURE STANDS BE- 
FORE A PLACID LAKE IN A TREE-LESS, REMOTE AREA. THE FRONT PANEL ONLY COVERS ONE FACE FROM THE APEX DOWN ABOUT ONE- 
THIRD THE FORM'S VERTICAL HEIGHT. CRYSTAL CHRONICLES ANCIENT CIVILIZATION? FROM THE VOICE OF "TONY," A SPACE 
BEING, SPEAKING THROUGH A YOUNG MAN IN AN AUTOHYPNOTIC STATE, HE DESCRIBES A PSYCHICALLY FORMED CRYSTAL, INSCRIBED 
WITH THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF A ONCE FLOURISHING, BUT NOW EXTINCT, PRE-HISTORY CIVILIZATION.

Heightened Awareness Through A NEW SCALE OF VIBRATIONS Continued From page 1-
it On hand in a sealed, certified letter for later correlation. With your help we hope to publish the modern World's first Version of the high Cosmic Spectrum. 
All humans have the right to know and use this scale with integrity. After all, the full ränge of the graph is already encompassed within our consciousness, 
otherwise we could not be aware of its possible existence. It is one s;jre,key to seif mastery.

Conclusion
A DOWSER AND HIS ANGEL — A 
sketch of the late dpwsing mentor, Verne 
L. Cameron, of Lake Elsinore.

THE UNKNOWN ENERGY BANDS OF PSYCHIC VIBRATIONS

"I was once arrested,” he says, "and received a fine 
and suspended iail sentence for having an instrument not 
recognized by medical authorities.”

Undaunted, Verne Cameron pours himself into his 
work with an extravagance of energy. He thrives on 
controversy—it is the oriflamu of his life. He can sway 
disparate listeners to his point of view at public meetings, 
and just as well lose ground when he lets his emotions get 
in the way.

His work room shows the characteristics of a man 
who collects everything and throws nothing away. It is 
a room filled with machines, old tools, books; a lifetime 
supply of tape recorders and electronic gadgets. The 
clutter is a masterpiece of organized confusion, with equal 
space allotted the precious stone and the rusty bolt. "Bore
dom is the enemy of life,” he says, "hard work removes 
the thought of seif.”

Verne Cameron hopes to do good things for children 
and animals. And he says, "I want to make the deserts 
bloom. It will solve the world starvation problem.”

"The aurameter,” he says, "is taking its place among 
accepted devices for the detection and measurement of 
temperature, humidity, light, and sound. Instruments 
used in detecting ore, mines, seismic shock, radio-activity 
and physical or mental reactions are no more accurate than 
the aurameter.* "Why, even the Marines in Viet Nam are 
using divining rods to locate enemy tunnels.”

And so our eyes fall upon the ringed 
marker he had located earlier; its blue pendants fluttering 
in the breeze, "Of the millions of water wells, good or 
bad, throughout the world,” he says, "and whatever the 
locator’s title, he alone must make the final decision where 
and how the well is to be drilled.”

With this parting remark, the man who walks with 
an angel, rises from our improvised seat on the' granite 
boulder, bids me goodbye, and shambles up the dusty path 
to a dirt road; enters his waiting automobile and with Ins 
invisible Guardian, drives away to new fields of search and 
discovery. ■

Where do these higher manifestations lie in the Cosmic Spectrum? They appear to 
begin at the 50th octave, and to the 16th decimal or higher vibrational rate: Alchemy, 
Apports, Astral Projection (Travelling Clairvoyance), Auric & X-Ray Vision, Auto 
(Hypnosis); Bio-Energetics, Bio-Magnetism, Bi-Location; Clairaudient, Clairsentient & 
Clairvoyant Ranges, Cosmic Color, Continuity of Consciousness, Cosmic Conscious
ness; Divining, Dowsing & Geomancy; Etheric Vision, Eyeless Sight (EOV Extra Ocular 
Vision — Skin Sight); Fire-Walking, Form Energy from Geometrie Shapes: Pyramid, 
Cone, Cylinder, Cube, Tetrahedron, Spheres and other forms, and their particular 
bands of manifestation; High MAGIC; Levitation; Materialization — De-Materialization, 
Mediatorship, Mediumship, Voice Mediumship, Music of the Spheres; N-Rays, Nature 
Spirits (Devas & Elementals); Odic Force, Orgone Energy, Oranur, DOR, OOBE (Out 
of Body Experiences); PRANA (Psychic Energy), Psychic Fluid (Ectoplasm) (AKU 
Threads), Psychic Healing, Psychic Photography, Psychokinesis (PK), Psychometry; 
Spirits (Ghosts), Soul Travel; Telepathy (Mind Reading — Mind Projection), 
Teleportation, Thoughtforms; Voice-Tape Phenomena; Warps (Time Distortion — 
Altered Time Flow); and many other, as yet, scientifically unmeasurable vibrations 
lying high in the spectrum above Gamma Rays.

^~PART SCALE OF COSMIC OCTAVES & VIBRATIONS (approximate)

* add twelve decimals — x add 15 decimals — #add 9 8t y add six.

TYPE OF ENERGY OCTAVES VIBRATIONS PER SECOND
COSMIC 62- 4,611,686,018,427,387,904 to ?
Gamma Rays 62-80+ 4,611,686,018,427,387,904 to ?
Psychic Proj. 60-80+ 1,152,921,504,606,846,976 to ?
X-Rays 56-61 72,057,594,037,927,936 to 4,611 x
Spirit Electrons 51-57 2,251,799,813,685,248 to 144 x
Perfumes 51-57 2,251,799,813,685,248 to 144 x
Ultra Violet 51-56 2,251,799,813,685,248 to 72 x
Chemical Rays 50 1,125,899,906,842,625
Solar Color Spec, 48-57 281,474,976,710,656 to 144 x
Visible Light
Physical Color 48-50 281,474,976,710,656 to 1,125 x
Heat 46-48 70,368,744,177,644 to 281 *
Infrared 38-48 274,877,906,944 to 281 *
Electromagnetic
Microwave 28-38 268,435,456 to 549#
Electricity 25-35 33,554,432 to 34#
Electromagnetic
Longwave (Radio) 14-29 16,384 to 536y
Physical Sound 4-15 16 to 32,768
Touch 1-4 2 to 16
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COMPASS REACTION TO STEEL PYRAMID

In our last issue we showed how the metal
pyramid form affected the magnetometer in stränge 
ways. Michael D. Huish of Newport Beach, Calif, 
Writes:

CAMERA OBSCURA
A New Reality

". . . I decided to make my first pyramid from heavy 
gauge sheet metal. I tackled the job without proper 
tools — not having worked with ferrous material 
before. What I lacked in tools and knowledge, I 
made up for it with sweat. I finally succeeded in 
completing a 14" base-side pyramid with bottom 
cover. Perhaps I made this discovery by mistake, since 
there are easier, workabie materials when it comes to 
bending metal. Anyway the following shows the 
REACTION OF A COMPASS to the ferrous
pyramid." N = North seeking pole

S = South seeking pole(Same on all four edges)

PYRAMID HOME IN THE NORTHLAND . . . . The 
setting is Kachimak Bay, Homer, Alaska. The outside 
walls of this lovely, 50 foot square, two-story, (deck 
to apex 31' 6") structure is covered with Arizona 
sandstone. Eimer and Shirly Daarud are the content- 
ed owners.

BOOKS IN REVIEW 
By Marianne Zezelic

"Magnetism and its Effects on the Living System," 
by Albert Roy Davis and Walter C. Rawls, Jr. 
(Exposition Press, HicksviHe, N.Y. $8.00, 132 pp.)

For the tatest break-throughs in scientific re
search, this book is a must to read. Written in a 
non-technical language for the general public, never 
before published important discoveries of vast 
implications appear throughout the text.

Interested in the biological effect of the appüca- 
tions of magnetic fields to living Systems, the 
suthors, Davis and Rawls, have discovered through 
systematic research:

A division of the two poles' energies, each 
separated one from the other, and each having a 
different potential value in electronic magnetic 
currents.

Magnetic energy of the negative North pole 
arrests cancer when applied to the afflicted area.

Degrees of intelligence can be programmed in 
animals by the controlled use of regulated magnetic 
fields of energy. The normal life span of animals 
can be increased by the application of magnetic 
fields during crucial stages of development.

Magnetic Stimulation of the human brain height- 
ens psychic sensitivity and induces ESP.

Such discoveries as these have a wide ränge of 
applications. Its impact, upon acceptance by the 
scientific Community, couid radically alter present 
scientific concepts and promote the advancement of 
magnetic research and developments in the fields of 
medicine and the biological Sciences.

Think of the significance of this! And to further 
boggle the mind, if levels of intelligence can be 
stimulated artifically in animals, why not in man 
also? Think of the achievements mankind might 
accomplish with minds now capable of unhmited 
understanding. New worlds couid unfold with a 
better life for us all, as we enter into this, the New 
Age.

A MATHEMATICAL FORMULA MADE VISIBLE 
AS PATTERN . . . Another schematic from the 
Cal-Tech analog Computer. Pythagoras, 582-507 
B.C., the Greek philosopher believed all life essence, 
and its relationships, couid be understood and 
expressed in numbers. Clairaudients have heard 
music of the spheres for thousands of years. Com
posers, musicians with physical instruments, math- 
ematics and sound have brought filtered flashes of 
Cosmic harmonies down into human awareness. 
Pythagoras saw an orderliness and interdependence 
between all vibrations, musical in structure, in their 
scales, octaves and harmonies. These tones of the 
Cosmos encompass the universal spectrum enabling 
interchanges to occur. Thus at the higher levels of 
self-realization, one can conceivably feel sounds, 
taste sights, and even hear colors. Science has already 
proven it. We're now on the threshhold of seeing 
music without any special gifts.

Can we somehow see without eyes? Since 
our eyes receive reflected electromagnetic 
light waves, energies as magnetic lines of 
force from the objects and substances per- 
ceived, isn’t it possible to cognize things as 
images by means of vibrations in other 
ways?

Light energies passing through the pupil 
to the optic nerves of the retina, thence to 
the brain and mind-body aura enable us to 
perceive, apprehend and cognize the scene 
before us. Are internal forces capable of 
interpreting outside impressions by means of 
vibrations with the eyes closed? If so, is this 
in fact an activity of the third eye? Camera 
Obscura, a unique experiment conducted 
with eight students last February, at Balboa 
Island, California, convinced some of us it 
can be achieved. This extraordinary gather- 
ing in a beachfront house, and within a few 
blocks of home’s immediate location 
awakened something new in our conscious
ness. The experiment unquestionably proved 
to some a supersensory state of beingness 
can be aroused from within. All participants 
were blindfolded off and on for the better 
part of three days.

At first, our eyes were covered for a few 
hours so we couid become accustomed to 
visual, sensory privation. In the early stages, 
as would be expected, most of us moved 
around with great caution, protective hands 
feeling before slow shuffling feet, with an 
occasional stumble or bump now and then. 
Jean-Claude Roboly, Toronto movie and 
television producer directed the experiment. 
He appropriately set out the ground rules 
beforehand, and told us we couid expect to 
enter into another dimension of beingness 
sometime between two, and fifteen hours 
after the blindfolds went on -Bill cox

(TO BE CONTINUED)

AERIAL VIEW OF THE PYRAMIDS OF GIZEH

ANOTHER KIND OF COSMIC CLOCK, 
HISTORY S ETERNAL TIME CAPSULE . . . 
Within the great pyramid's mass and form, its 
chambers, lines, angles, and measurements, know
ledge of man the microcosm, and the universe 
(macrocosm) awaits our discovery. Ancient adepts, 
perhaps with foreknowledge of some cataclysmic 
event, demonstrated their great wisdom in con- 
structing this wondrous indestructable, library in 
stone.
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Vean B1.11,
Mi/ ÄoeZve. yean-old Jacque was stiff-legged, and loAing haln . I had suspended an 18" high pynamid aboat six feet 
above. hiA bed. Within a (jew dayA Jacque's enengy level nose Aigisificantly. He was spny oa a pap. My wlfe. Eunice 
was astounded by the dog's Audden tnansfonmation. His legA becarne ILmben and he Aeemed to be contlnually unden my 
wife's feet while Ahe wonked in the kitchen. Eunice tiked Jacque betten when he woa lets enengetic, Atiff, qiilet 
and keeplng to his bed most of the time. As a neAult, I had to nemove the pynamid fnom above his bed. Pnion to 
nemoval of the dog'A pynamid canopy, I notieed hiA eoat began to impnove, with mone haln and mone shine. Jacque 
hat now passed on, bat wheneven he Ia I'm sune he nemembens the pynamid expetlence. Ed Sennatone, Santa Banbana.
Howdy Bitt,
We had a man named Ralph Swain in hene yeAtenday and he Ia one of the most nemankable VowsenA I have even met. He 
oaqa a little wooden pendulum, a Puget pendulum made by Ennie Johns. I AuggeAted to Ralph that he visit you dun- 
ing hiA visit to Julian in San Diego County. Test thiA gay in any way, panticulanly whene you desine unknown in- 
fonmation. if you have lost anything, he can find it. if it's Stolen he can teil yoa the town on anea whene it 
Ia. Vou can leann mone about dowsing with him than with anyone I know, and I have had some veny good Vowsens In 
hene. Ralph thinks thiA "nay" business, as weil as a tot o'f othen theonies ane a tot of bank, and demonstnateA 
why. Tny to find a chink in his anmon, and if you do, tet me know.
Ralph wnote on a piece of papen that T woa going to take a tnlp thiA comlng week, and I didn’t know it myself.
He told me not to open the note until I had made up my mind to change my plans fon the week of Feb 2 to 8th. Welt 
thiA evening, when going thnough the malt, I found I had to go to Kansas City in a hunny. 1 opened the note, and 
it seid: "Going to Kansas City. One wanehouse closed by banknuptcy... othen will pnovide necessitles. Von’t go 
to Omaha; Lincoln vendon will have engines. You will get to Hays, Kansas on netunn, and Atay oven. in a Atonm." 
The Atonm pant, I don't know about yet, but the othen is connect. I ealled Omaha today, and they don't have my 
pumpA, but a Lincoln sounce does. ThiA guy knew absolutely nothing about my needing pumpA and engineA, and he 
didn’t know my customany noute is thnough HayA, KanAaA. . Figune thiA one out. Kani Von Muellen, Exanimo EstablLsh- 
ment, Segundo, Colonado. (Ed. note: Unfovtunately, Ralph didn’t aome by, and we d.on't know how to reaoh him.)

Gentlemen,
I have expenimented with PHOTO-CHROMOLIGHT units on Aick people. I would like to hean fnom Bill and Betty Finch, 
of Sedona, Anixona, neganding thein expeniments with CHROMOLIGHT unitA and pynamidA, and would like to tny thiA 
myAelf. I expenimented with pynamidA on houAe plantA, veny Auccessful, also used them on my bed, wow, what a 
bläst that lasted about eight monthA. How would you like to have youn bed jump, on nathen be jiggled fon neanly 
eight monthA wheneven I’d lie down. It’A a good thing I have twin beds and nenve enough to outwit the Aituation 
with funny thingA happening anound hene. ThlngA Aeem peaeeful now fon the paAt month and the bed iA Atill, and I 
Aleep well. But othen thingA one happening agaln.
I’ve been heaning a loud popping at the nonth end of my naom fon thnee nlghtA now. It happenA between five and 
Aix a.m. and AoundA like topA of bottleA popping loudly. It doeAn't Atop until I'm wide awake, up and walking 
anound. The othen night I walked to the bathnoom, and oa I came back I tunned out a Amall hall light. I then got 
into bed and pulled the covenA up to my chin. I glanced at a pile of bookA, tabloidA and the Holy Bible. A lange, 
ten inch, diameten, nound dlAh woa fi-lled with fine. I Aat up and looked into the dith, Aeeing coilA of fine, 
bunning with a Aix-inch high flame. It woa deep onange, and then Auddenly diAappeaned, even the dlAh. I juAt wen! 
to Aleep... neven a doll day anound hene, but thingA have quieted down Aome.
I have an Ktlantean genenaton, and put nequeAtA fon health fon my huAband, and fon my AonA wlth thein wonk, and a 
place of buAineAA fon myAelf. My aoha both got the help they needed alneady.
About ten dayA ago, my Ktlantean genenaton took off fon the flntt time. The outside tempenatune was 10 degneeA. 
We wene without heat fon about fonty ho uns, oa a new got funnace was being InAtaZled. I walked into the A.pan.e 
noom, and having on wanm clotheA, dldn't notice the cold at f-Lnst. But aften wlnding the genenaton agaln, about 
ten mlnuteA laten, I notieed the cold again. At noon, I went back into the noom and lt woa wanm. Aften nemoving 
a Aweaten, eoat and Acanf, I Atood in a AleaveleAA dnesA and banefooted. Aa I neaned the table, my legA feit 
wanm and tingly. So I put my hand oven the Atlantean genenaton. Heat woa pouning out fnom it. The noom tempen
atune woa about Aeventy degneeA, and it continued thnough into the next day. I Ahouldn't have glven it a Aecond 
tneatment of pnoApenity liquid, funniAhed by the Atlantean genenaton dlAtnibuton. About five dayA befone, I had 
eut one inch AquaneA of blue pnoApenity papens and placed them anound the genenaton, putting thnee dnopA of pnoA
penity oil on each, and covening the plantcng gnound with an eight inch pynamid. I wind the genenaton about thnee 
timeA a day, but now -Lt hoA Atopped heatlng. By the way, I have a bed-table clock unden a pynamid. I'tA been 
thene fon ten dayA now, and it will only nun face down. Mts. lone Melchlen, St. Joseph, Mich.

Bill Cox, ed-lton,
An expeniment with what you nefen to oa the 57th octave could be veny eoAlly tested. Slmply nub fnagnance on to 
the hands, then hold youn hands oven the nostnils -- pynamid style -- with thumbs unden the chin, and touching. 
Then, inhale the Acent deeply. Aa you exhale, pictune a telepathic necipient inhaling the scent. Von't wse much 
fnagnance, oa ovenuse of penfume can fiU an entine house with its anoma fon houts. Of counse thene ane Technical 
explanations of dlAsimulatlon and neaAsimilation at the point of fnagnance, whene it Ia neceived. Howeven I 
doubt you would need this explained to you. Judith Ann ChnlAtie, Ande Henald Pness, La Habna, Calif.
PYRAMID ENERGY ENVIRONMENTS proudly announces the first "TWO FLUID SOLAR BOILER SYSTEM" installed and operating in a private 

residence. SOLAR ENERGY is now a REALITY! Imagine heating your water and home on the amount of energy it takes to bum one 100 watt electric light 
bulb! Since its Installation, in Observation and monitoring its Observation, it far exceeds our expectations in both beauty and efficiency.

The unit, a "Two Fluid Solar Boiler," operates on the parabolic dorne principle. The invention utilizes a transparent lens to focus solar light energy through 
a primary heat exchange fluid and onto a heat absorber. The primary heat exchange fluid employed is a substantially transparent oil so the lens is able to focus 
a large portion of the incident solar energy onto a curved heat-absorbing surface. In turn, it heats the domestic water supply. For further Information, write to 
"The Pyramid Guide," P.O. Box 176, Lake Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

I am compiling a list of all existing occult-oriented shops throughout the world to be published shortly under the title, 
"INTERNATIONAL OCCULT-SHOPS DICTIONARY." If you'd like your shop, (boutique, etc. . . ), to be listed, please send complete 
details to: Mr. James Richards, 374 Drean St., Chicoutimi, P. Quebec, Canada.
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THE 'GUIDE REPLIES . . .

Q. I have read all your Pyramid Guides, from the first letter to the last perion, One 
thing Stands out to me. You and your readers offen talk about' "Correctly Oriented" (one side 
faeing magnetic North) pyramids. I have made quite a few models of the pyramid, including 
one 7 1/2 feet high that I sleep in, and detected no difference' when it (they) are not cor
rectly oriented. I made a pyramid hat that I wear from time to time, and have found that it 
eures colds and flu, headaches,etc...(Ido not keep it correctly oriented.) Maybe you or 
some of your readers can teil me why having a pyramid "Correctly Oriented" is so important. 
Bernard Gotaut, Valpariso, Indiana.
A. You are right in your assumptions, according to our understanding of latent energies to 
be found mithin the pyramid form. We believe the north orientation of the flat side (not 
corner), of the replica is important where magnetic and perhaps electromagnetic energies are 
concerned. It's readily apparent to us that we are experiendng the effects of a wide variety 
and. intensity of energies, for exarrcple; solar, lunar, light,mental, emotional, gravita.tiona.1, 
ultrasonia and uncountable other vibrations — by the way — unnamed in most cases, plus an 
infinite mixing and interplay of these forces. Psychic energy,(prana), seems to express as a 
grouping of the more positive fields, though this power is in itself an abstract manifesta- 
tion to those who are unaware of its existence, in terms of the ability to summon its power. 
In short, we feel the orientation is useful and may help in most cases to build an immediate 
aharge within the replica — a disoriented model will eventually acquire a near-full Charge, 
and as we see it, that is the essential difference we have d.iscovered thus far.
Q. Larry L. Irvin, of Medford Oklahoma, offers help in answering Glenn Sweigart’s, Hieronymus Box problem, (see 
page six, Pyramid Guide newsletter #14.)
A. "He has a % inch factor of error on his scale. I have studied the patent and experimented. If he would set
up by patent description, with exception of prism and scale, the electrodes being stationary, and rotate the prism 
until the desired refraction of energy hits the receiving electrode it will help. This is easily done by using an 
epoxy glue, to fasten the triangular surface of one end of the prism to a rotating shaft, with knob with pointer, 
and scale on the other end. The System ca.n be zeroed-in upon moving the secondary electrode.
Q. I’ve been studying Wilhelm Reich’s inventions and as yet havn't been able to put together a proper lab for ex- 
periments. I'm wondering whether or not Pyramids act as "oraccus," and have to be aired out and watered down or gr- 
ounded to water? I also wonder whether or not Pyramids transmute or transform the "DOR" (deadly orgone), they attr- 
act? One rancher told me Underground water, as far down as 180 feet, below the base of a pyramid serves as a ground- 
ing force. Since he was talking to five people at once, I have doubts about that being a comprehensive answer. If 
you can help, please let me know. Mr. K. Jones, Vancouver, B.C. Canada.
4. Yes, pyramids ca.n act as oraccus when alternating layers of organic and non-organic panels are used. We don’t 
have any Information on the use of water, or grounding in conventional ways. We believe the pyramids so constructed,

will perform with all the force of an orgone accumulator of oth
er shape. We have received several, rather stränge stories of 
experiments involving the orgone prindple. The results don’t 
encourage further testing by those who are inexperienced in this 
area of research and testing. As for pyramids acting as a ground
ing force with Underground, water, we don’t have any Information to 
share in this regard, but Verne L. Cameron, noted that cone rays
nullified emanations usually found ema.nating upward. from this source, 
as detected with divining Instruments.
Q. Can pyramid energies be harmful? Can one get a headache sit- 
ting in or near a model?
A. We ean only go by our own investigations and reports. Once 
in a. while we hear of a negative reaction experienced by someone. 
The bulk of our findings indicate the pyramid energies are bene- 
ficia.1, soothing, and/or stimulating. It's easy for some people 
to blame others, their environment or conditions on something eise 
besides their own problems in consciousness. We are continually 
in, around and surrounded by form, forms and their arrangement; We 
are form! Our houses and rooftops are frequently geometric forms. 
We are unceasingly bombarded by textures and colors, sounds and 
myriad other sense activating objects and substances. Where does 
one draw the line. As mentioned before, we turn to our own re
search and experience for answers, and find the pyramid shape a 
positive Instrument of nature’s activity.

The cutting edge of this razorblade, photographed under an electron 
microscope (1.1 x 103 power), shows no appreciable change, after 
substantial charging under a properly constructed and directionally 
aligned pyramid. One can only wonder at the continuing rash of reports 
indicating pyramid-powered cheap blades, produce up to two-hundred 
smooth shaves. So-charged, electric razors and other cutlery reportedly 
cut better. Can the electron microscope record physical evidence of the 
presumed duliing of blades by moonrays?

(Photo Courtesy of Bengt Robbert, Fullerton, Calif.)

Pyramid House Plans $1.00 
Delta Structures 
Dept. P.G. 15 Box 2382 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

GENESA ... "I believe the octaves of sound, 
elements, color, music, and many other octaves 
are one and the same . . . If you understand the 
basis of one, you understand all of them . . . " 
Derald G. Langham, Ph.D.



1 H E 'GUIDE RECOMMENDS,,,
Provocative, Eye-Catching, 
Our Biggest Selling Item.

LIFE FORCE KEY PENDANT
(Gold or Silver Finish with Matching 24" Inch Necklace Chain) 

$5.95
add 50i for postage and handling

The symbol of this jewelry is of divine inspiration, for in this symbol are mysteriös still not 
completely understood. But like the shape of the pyramid it is known to posess mysterious energies. 
In the proportions of this mystical symbol we find the mathematical equationsto the Great Pyramid 
of Gizeh, the seventh and only remaining wonder of the ancient world, a structure that to this day of 
modern technology can not be duplicated. The Great Pyramid is a source of knowledge into the 
mysteriös of life and once served as a temple of wisdom in the Hermetic mystery schools. Those 
passing through this holy school were allowed to possess this symbolic sign of their wisdom and 
Position. Some of the great masters who wore this symbol were Solon, Thales, Pythagoras and Plato.

The exterior circumference is equal to 365.2424 and consequently represents the terrestrial orbit. 
The inferior circumference is equal to 25,827 years, representing the procession of the equinox. It 
shows the first actual ratio of Pi, (3.14159) although officially TT (Pi) was not discovered until just 600 
years ago. It also shows the correct measurement of our Earth from the Sun, not confirmed by Science 
until just a few years ago. It contains the formula for obtaining the weight of the Earth, the direct 
ratio to obtain the distances of both the Polar and Equatorial circumferences of our Earth, It is the 
first and last letters of the ancient alphabet, Alpha and Omega, used so often in the ancient mystical 
chants. This symbol is truly recognized as the mathematical equation of the Universe itself. These are 
but only a few of the mysteriös cast in this mysterious symbol over 5000 years agol Great honor was 
always bestowed on this great sign and its meaning was kept highly secret, and explains why such an 
air of mystery surrounds this holy symbol.

"The New Atlantean Journal"
A new concept in total reportingl An 
Occult/UFO/Fortean Information outlet 
featuring factua! news events in all these 
fields. Scientific and analylitical articles 
by well known authors, National and 
International UFO reports PLUS a 
Person to Person CONTACT page, 
Predictions and Psychic experiencesl 
$4.00 yearly on a quarterly basis — 
Foreign $5.00. 4280 68th Avenue 
North, Pinella Park, Fla. 33565.

The Original Cameron Aurameter, World's most 
Sensitive Dowsing Instrument, (Combination 
water compass, weighing device, and uprjght 
pendulufn) $49.50. Over 4,000 in use world- 
wide today. Exclusively available through El 
Cariso Publications. Write for Free Descriptive 
Brochure. P.O. Box 176, Lake Elsinore, Ca. 
92330.
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NOW AVAILABLE — A portaoie do-it- 
yourself MEDITATION PYRAMID KIT 
now offered for sale with instrüctions by 
the Pyramid Guide. As power develops 
along ridges and corners without loss of 
energy minus panels, corners and cap
stone apex can be purchased as a unit. 
Buyer can secure lengths of 1/2” tubing 
at local hardware or plumbing shop, 
placing ends inside slots at corners to 
construct framework for desired height. 
Write for Meditation Pyramid Brochure, 
El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176. 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

Precision HANDMADE BRASS ROD 
Panel-less PYRAMID Replica

Open frame construction is extremely versatile, 
allows easy access and visable inspection without 
moving pyramid! Especially excellent for stimulat- 
ing plant growth, preservation, flavor enhancement 
and similar phenomena, where a high cosmic 
energy field that will not block light energies or 
ions is important. Bright, polished finish. Base 
12"x12", height 7!4"+. Postage due mailing 
$13.95. Psionic Energy Labs., P.O. Box 176, Lake 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

Interested in E.S.P.???
Then you will enjoy the E.S.P. ORBIT a monthly 
newspaper on Metaphysics, Psychics, Para- 
psychology, Magic and the Occult for the open 
minded seeker - including more & more coverage 
of where its at locally in many parts of the 
country. Sample copy 45 Cents or one yr. 
subscription $5.00 E.S.P. Orbit Inc. P.O. Box 
223 Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

RAINBOW FESTIVAL '75, — Sheraton Waikiki 
Hotel, June 3-10, 1975. Lectures, readings and 
counselling. Tour arrangements available. Write 
for free brochure % The 'GUIDE. Bill Cox also 
scheduled for appearance, looks forward with 
great pleasure the opportunity of meeting our 
Hawaiian-based subscribers.
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HERE & NOW
is North America’s most complete monthly guide to New Age events.

HERE & NOW festeres:
The Uni-Com Calendar — giving times, places, fees & descriptions 

of hundreds of classes, films, lectures & Services every month.

► Up-to-date reports on discoveries suppressed by the news media.
► A guide to organizations, counselors & teachers in your area.

One year $ 6.5 0 prepaid ($ 7 if billed). Name:-------------------------------------------------
Two years $11.50 prepaid ($12 billed). Address:---------------------------------------------
Foreign: $10 per year, prepaid. -----------------------------------------------------------
Payment enclosed

Send to: UNI-COM, Box 11716-A, Palo Alto. Ca. 94306, U.S.A.

finest spiritual and scientific Information in the psychic field.
SUBSCRIPTION FORM

CMIMES
s, Inc.

THE,

E
ONE YEAR (12 issues) $7.50
Canadian and Foreign Subscriptions $9.50 per year

NAME

STREET

CITY

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO

STATE ZIP

, Washington, D.C. 20011



FROM CAL-TECH, ANALOG COMPUTER'S,

THE COSMIC CLOCK MATHEMATICAL FORMULA, AN OUTPICTUR- 
ING OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHTFORM.

This ANCIENT TIME WHEEL . . . reflects outward 
from its solar center, the equinoxes, solstices and 
falling suntide, displaying the eternal cycles of 
spirals, rhythms and patterns in our starry world, 
and the universe . . . the Divine Dance of Creation.

Mans' desire to understand himself and the 
world leads him to study both the cosmos and 
the atom. From a eertain point, the similarity of 
movement between the two is strikingly apparent 
and time becomes the key to this knowledge.

The fact that this key has been known and 
used for thousands of years is revealed in 
numerous ancient writings, Symbols and Hiero 
glyphs. Among the formulas giving a summary of 
the content of many Symbols, there was one 
which had particular significance, "As Above, So 
Below," from the Emerald Tablets of Hermes 
Trismegistus.

From this evolved the concept that it wouid 
be possible, using the principle of scale, to put 
the entire universe into one complete unitary 
perspective. This perspective, when incorporating 
the eternal time cycles and their relationship to 
each other into any kind of all inclusive calendar, 
is known as the Cosmic Clock.

Scott Moy er

[(Ki SINA + K2 COSA) e—at + (K3 SINB + K4 COSB) 

e_bt] x + [(K5 SINA + Ke COSA) C-at + (K7 SINB +

K8 COSB)e~bt] V
Itie Computer sets up an equation where digits sub- 
stituted for letters run out the equation as it transpires 
in time. Above schematic designs are a graphic display 
of what is registered in the Computer-mathematics, 
visually materialized, (visible harmonics).

TWO VIEWS OF THE FAMED CRYSTAL SKULL . . . completely hand-formed, possibly centuries in 
its making from a single block of hard quartz crystal. It was recovered from beneath the altar ruins, 
within the jungle-covered, l'/i acre citadel of the ancient Mayan city of Lubaantu'n by explorer, F. A. 
Mitchell-Hedges in 1927. A several-stories-high pyramid was also found within the citadel complex. 
The skull, possibly of Atlantean, and/or Babylonian origin may have been brought to the Americas by 
the Phoenicians around 1,000 B.C. Frank Dorland, says historical records suggest the skull may have 
been held in the London, inner-sanctum of the Knights Templar prior to the holy wars. The high 
priests probably executed ceremonial magic with the skull; a ribbon-like prism in the cranium acts as a 
magnifier. Hollow light pipes projecting upward from the base permit light reflections from the 
eye-sockets. The moveable jaw easily Coordinates motion with speech. Lesser quality crystal skulls 
exhibited in the British and Paris museums, and miniature versions lack the Mitchell-Hedges skull's 
brilliant craftsmanship.

FRANK DORLAND, Santa Barbara, Calif., art restorer, and 
six years, former keeper of the Crystal Skull, says the 
artifact helped him rediscover the ancient Science of 
BIOCRYSTALLOGRAPHY, (crystals as they relate to the 
human mind and body). Frank describes the presence of 
voices, chanting choirs, bells, auras and other phenomena 
associated with the Crystal Skull on page one.

Foreign $5.50

Bunker Hill 1775 byTrumbull

US Bicentennial IOc

•
All Current Single 
and Back Issues 

@ 75c each


